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The Scientific Revolution was a movement between 1450-1750 that collided its scientific discoveries with certain groups religious beliefs and as a primary result, disproving many religious views. The scientific breakthroughs made during the Scientific Revolution were often categorized as somewhat biased based on the thriving religions at the time and in the area. As described in Steven Shapin’s informative book, Science and religion, Copernicus’s introduction to a heliocentric universal view from the previously, widely accepted, view of anthropocentrism, an earth centered universe, was a big realization for humanity. Shapin’s analysis of this new discovery also included the comparison of the two universe witch-hunting. Began to impoverish urban workers. Pricing Revolutions were common. Improverished aristocrats, peasants. Too much money chasing too few goods. The Price Revolution. Use of money replaced barter. Imports of gold, silver led to trade imbalances. Mercantilism demanded payments in gold, silver. Spain, Portugal did not support manufacturing. Both countries had to import goods. Northern Europeans demanded payment in gold, silver. In horrible conditions. At mercy of price revolutions. Many peasants reduced to paid wages. Many women merchants very successful. Women assumed new